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Kinetics of phase transitions in weakly segregated block copolymers:
Pseudostable and transient states
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We study the kinetics of order-disorder and order-order transitions in weakly segregated diblock copolymers
using a time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau~TDGL! approach. In particular, we investigate the microstructural
change as well as the order-parameter evolution after a sudden temperature jump from one phase to another.
Direct numerical simulation of the TDGL equations shows that depending on the extent of the temperature
jump, these transitions often occur in several stages and can involve nontrivial intermediate states. For ex-
ample, we find that transition from the lamellar phase to the hexagonal cylinder phase goes through a perfo-
rated lamellar state within a certain temperature range. The numerical results are elucidated by a multimode
analysis under the single-wave-number approximation. The analysis reveals that the geometric characteristics
of the free energy surface, particularly saddle points and ridgelike features, are responsible for the nontrivial
intermediate states on the kinetic pathways. On the basis of this analysis, a generalized kinetic ‘‘phase dia-
gram’’ is constructed, which is able to account for all the different scenarios observed in the numerical
simulation. Our results are discussed in connection with available experimental observations. In particular, we
suggest the possibility that the perforated-modulated lamellar structures obtained by Bates and co-workers@I.
W. Hamley, K. A. Koppi, J. H. Rosedale, F. S. Bates, K. Almdal, and K. Mortensen, Macromolecules26, 5959
~1993!; S. Förster, A. K. Khandpur, J. Zhao, F. S. Bates, I. W. Hamley, A. J. Ryan, and W. Bras, Macromol-
ecules 27, 6922 ~1994!# may be kinetic, intermediate states rather than new equilibrium phases.
@S1063-651X~97!10301-4#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.2p, 81.30.Hd, 83.70.Hq
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most fascinating properties of block copo
mers is their ability to self-assemble into a variety of orde
microstructures. The simplest block copolymer system is
undiluted diblock copolymer with two incompatible block
where upon decreasing the temperature and/or increasin
molecular weight, a variety of ordered microstructures, s
as body-center-cubic~BCC! spheres, hexagonally ordere
cylinders~HEX!, lamellae~LAM !, and more complex bicon
tinuous structures have been obtained@1#. The equilibrium
morphological behaviors of such simple diblock copolym
are now well understood. Relevant to the current work is t
fact that in the weak segregation limit~i.e., near the order-
disorder transition!, phase transitions can be effected
changing the temperature. Thus an interesting and na
question is what are the kinetic pathways during the vari
order-order and order-disorder transitions after a sudden
perature change? More specifically, how does the sys
transform from one microstructure to another~of different
symmetry!? Are there interesting intermediate states dur
the transition? If so, what is the nature of these intermed
states?

In this paper, we address these questions by a ti
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dependent Ginzburg-Landau~TDGL! approach. Apart from
the fundamental interest in understanding the kinetics
phase transitions involving spatially modulated phases,
swers to these questions are also helpful in designing suit
processing routes for obtaining well-ordered structures
self-assembling systems. For example, our preliminary
sults@2# indicate that hexagonal cylinders obtained by a te
perature jump from a defect-free lamellar structure do
contain many structural defects, whereas the same struc
obtained by a temperature quench from the disordered
even the BCC phase will usually be laden with defects. T
in turn raises an interesting question about the role of
initial symmetry in directing the structural evolution of an
other phase.

To be concrete, we shall useA-B diblock copolymers as
the context, although the same analysis can be ea
extended to other systems. For diblock copolymers,
appropriate order parameter isc(rW)52( f2fA(rW))
5fB(rW)2fA(rW)2(122 f ), wherefA(rW) andfB(rW) are, re-
spectively, the local volume fractions ofA andB monomers,
and f is the fraction ofA monomers in the diblock. The time
evolution of the order parameterc is governed, in the spirit
of linear irreversible thermodynamics, by the following tim
dependent Ginzburg-Landau equation@3#:

]c

]t
5M¹2S dF

dc D1h~rW,t !, ~1!
1682 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 1683KINETICS OF PHASE TRANSITIONS IN WEAKLY . . .
where we have used the fact thatc is a conserved orde
parameter as is appropriate for diblock copolymers. In
~1!, M is a mobility coefficient, which we assume to be
constant;h(rW,t) is a random force, which for a system
equilibrium at temperatureT, satisfies the fluctuation
dissipation relation

^h~rW,t !h~r 8W ,t8!&522MkBT¹2d~rW2r 8W !d~ t2t8!; ~2!

andF@c(rW)# is the free energy functional which we take
be of the form

F@c~rW !#5E drWH c~rW !F2
t

2
1
a

2
~122 f !22

b

2
¹2Gc~rW !

1
v
3

~122 f !c~rW !31
u

4
c~rW !4J

1
c

2E dr1W E dr2WG~r 1W2r 2W !c~r 1W !c~r 2W !. ~3!

This form of the free energy can be considered as an ex
sion in the order parameterc and 122 f . The long-range
interaction in the last intergral arises from the connectivity
the two blocks and is typical of amphiphilic systems@4–6#,
whereG(r 1W2r 2W ) satisfies¹2G(r 1W2r 2W )52d(r 1W2r 2W ). t is
related to the order-disorder transition temperature and
coefficientsa,b,c,u, andv can be computed by evaluatin
the appropriate vertex functions given by Leibler@7# together
with the local approximation for the higher~third and fourth!
vertex functions@5,8#. We point out that a large class o
physical systems with competing short-range and long-ra
interactions can be described by a free energy functiona
the type in Eq.~3! @9#. Thus we believe that the phenomeno
ogy we are studying is quite general and, hence, we allow
freedom of choosing the parameters in Eq.~3! as phenom-
enological constants not specifically limited to diblock c
polymers.

Derivation of the TDGL equations from the microscop
chain dynamics generally yield a nonlocal mobility coef
cient @10–12#. Here we ignore this nonlocality, by assumin
a constant mobilityM . This should not be a serious approx
mation in the weak-segregation regime since the order
rameter in this regime is dominated by a single wave nu
ber. By the same token, the distinction between conser
and nonconserved order-parameter dynamics is not esse
and, therefore, most of our results for the case of conse
order parameters should be applicable also for nonconse
order parameters.

Several dynamical aspects of systems that can be
scribed by the free energy funtional Eq.~3! have been ad-
dressed in the literature. Desai and co-workers, using a c
bination of numerical and analytical approaches, ha
extensively investigated the kinetics of microstructure f
mation from the disordered phase@13#. Oono and co-workers
@14,15# developed a cell-dynamics approach for simulat
the formation of microstructures in diblock copolymer
Chakrabarti, Toral, and Gunton using the cell-dynamics
proach combined with simulated annealing, showed t
large, defect-free lamellar domains can be obtained wit
sufficiently slow cooling rate@16#. A number of researcher
.
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have addressed the rheological properties of block cop
mers near the order-disorder transition@17,18# and in the
ordered phases@19,20#. In recent years, flow-induced orde
ing and alignment of microstructures by flow in block c
polymers, have attracted much attention both theoretic
@21–24# and experimentally@25#. While these dynamical is-
sues are all important and interesting, we feel that the s
pler but no less important question of the kinetics of tran
tions between different ordered phases and between
ordered and the disordered phases in the quiescent cond
need to be addressed. The kinetics turn out to be far fr
trivial, even in transitions where there is no free energy b
rier: as we will demonstrate in this paper, pseudostable
transient states on the kinetic pathway, which are due,
spectively, to saddle and ridgelike features on the free ene
surface, give rise to interesting intermediate structures du
the transition and to nonsimple temporal behaviors. So
results for the hexagonal to BCC and hexagonal to dis
dered phase transitions were reported by us recently
brief communication@26#. The present paper is a more e
tended study that includes other transitions and also enc
passes a broader range of issues.

The TDGL equation will be analyzed by two method
direct numerical simulation and a simplified mode analy
using the single-wave-number approximation. The tempe
ture change is mimicked by a change in the parametert from
an initial value favoring one phaset i to a value favoring a
different phaset f . Broadly speaking, an increase int cor-
responds to a decrease in temperature and vice versa. In
work we focus on temperature-jump (T jump! kinetics be-
cause in temperature-quench cases, the kinetics usuall
volve the formation of complicated topological defects a
companying the lowering of symmetry in a system. Inclusi
of such defects requires a much larger system in the di
numerical simulation and more sophisticated analytical
proaches than employed here. Also, we avoid the issue
nucleation and consider cases where theT jumps are beyond
the spinodal of the initial phase in question. Thus the tran
tions we study are barrierless and the microstructu
changes are global. Finally, we limit our study to transitio
involving the lamellar~LAM !, hexagonal cylinder~HEX!,
body-center-cubic~BCC!, and disordered~DIS! phases. We
omit the gyroid phase@27# since this phase is not stable
the immediate vicinity of the order-disorder transitio
@28,29#.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, results fro
direct numerical simulation of the TDGL equation are pr
sented for several order-order and order-disorder transiti
The temporal evolution of the system is monitored by defi
ing a global order parameter to indicate the different sta
of the kinetic pathways. Three-dimensional gray-level pl
are used to show more directly the microstructural evoluti
These numerical results are elucidated in Sec. III by a m
timode analysis under a single-wave-number approximat
We highlight two types of intermediate states: the ps
dostable state@30# and the transient state which correspon
respectively, to saddle and ridgelike features in the free
ergy surface. A generalized phase diagram which include
various metastability and pseudostability limits as well
regions in which other interesting intermediate structures
to be observed, is constructed. Our results are discusse
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1684 55SHUYAN QI AND ZHEN-GANG WANG
Sec. IV in connection with available experiments and also
the context of some broader issues in the behavior of bl
copolymer mesophases.

II. DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATION

In this section, we present results from direct numeri
simulation of Eq.~1!. The parameters are choosen to
u50.5, v51.5, b50.5, c50.02, anda51.5. To facilitate
the numerical procedure, we bring Eq.~1! into a cell-
dynamics form suggested by Oono and co-workers@14,15#.
The numerical simulations are performed on a 48348350
simple cubic lattice. An initial ordered structure~LAM,
HEX, BCC! is prepared at the initial temperaturet i ; then we
changet to t f and follow the subsequent evolution of th
system after this sudden change in temperature. To be
sistent with the mean-field level mode analysis in Sec.
we will ignore the thermal noise term in Eq.~1!, except to
include it as providing an initial randomness~for possible
symmetry breaking!. We have conducted studies that inclu
the fluctuation during the simulation and do not find its
fects to be essential. The effects of fluctuations will be d
cussed further in Sec. IV.

Two different procedures are used to generate the in
defect-free ordered phases. One is to set a sinusoidal w
with the appropriate symmetry of the state~with the wave-
length determined from the free energy! and then let the
system equilibriate for a suffciently long time. Another pr
cedure is to let the ordered phase evolve from the disord
state by adding a random but anisotropic initial perturbat
determined by the symmetry of the state. The two sche
lead to the same ordered structures. In both cases, we m
sure that the initial ordered phase is the equilibrium struct
at the temperature (t) from the mean-field diagram.

To quantify the global temporal behavior of the syste

we introduce an order parameterQ5A(sitesc(rW)
2

5A(kckc2k. At the mean-field level,Q is zero in the dis-
ordered phase and is positive in the ordered phases. The
evolution ofQ is used to demonstrate different stages in
kinetics. Where there involve interesting intermediate sta
we also show three-dimensional gray-level plots of the or
parameters or two-dimensional cross sections. The diffe
transitions are listed below. Cross references are made
tween this section and Sec. III in order to corroborate
tween the numerical findings and results from the simplifi
mode analyses.

A. LAM to HEX transition

A transition from LAM to the hexagonal cylinder~HEX!
phase is possible only for asymmetric diblocks. Here
choosef50.45. The initial value of the temperaturelike p
rametert i50.35. The mean-field equilibrium structure co
responding to this set of parameters is the lamellar struct
The structure is shown in Fig. 1~a!, with the layer normal
along thez direction. Three temperature jumps are stud
with the finalt f equal 0.25,0.23, and 0.22, respectively,
within the HEX phase in the mean-field phase diagram.
physical grounds, we expect the cylinders to pinch off fro
the lamellar layers containing the minority blocks, with the
axes lying within the initial lamellar layers.
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Figure 2 shows the temporal evolution of the global ord
parameterQ. For all three temperature jumps, the order p
rameter reaches a final steady-state value consistent with
equilibrium HEX phase. However, in all three cases, the e
lution is nonmonotonic. In the cases of the two lower te
peratures~or largert f values!, there is a clear plateau fol
lowing the initial rapid decrease in the order paramet
suggesting that the system reaches some kind of stagn
point. The duration of the plateau is clearly longer for t
lower temperature (t f50.25) than for the higher temperatur
(t f50.23). Fort f50.22 the plateau is less pronounced.

Direct visual inspection of the gray-level plot of the m
crostructures during the first plateau region does not rev
any specific structure within the lamellar layers. Thus t
system remains in the lamellar phase, with a decreased o
parameter. A multimode analysis using the single wa
number approximation in Sec. III shows that the first plate
in Fig. 2 corresponds to a saddle-point in the free ene
surface.

Of special interest is the appearance of a second platea
the two lower temperature cases. A gray-level ord
parameter plot@Fig. 1~b!# shows that at the end of the firs
plateau, modulation within the lamellar layers begins to d
velop. The structure becomes most pronounced in the
part of the plateau; see Fig. 1~c!. There seems to be clea
correlations between different layers. At the end of the p
teau, cylinders evolve by connecting the dark regions in o
of the diagonal directions of the xy plane. The final HE
structure is shown in Fig. 1~d!. It is remarkable that this
structure is nearly perfect, i.e., free of any structural defe
although a symmetry breaking is clearly required to sel
the orientation of the cylinders within the lamellar layers.

The structural characteristics of the intermediate struct
resemble in many respects the so-called perforated or m
lated lamellar phase reported in literature@31–33#. One may
tentatively identify the structure in Fig. 1~b! as the modu-
lated lamellae~ML ! and that in Fig. 1~c! as the perforated
lamellae ~PL! although the evolution from ML to PL is a
continuous process. It will be shown in Sec. III that the s
ond plateau is due to another saddle point in the free ene
surface. The PL structure corresponds to this saddle po
whereas the ML is a transient state between the LAM and
states. Analyses there show that the perforated lamellar
teau exists only when the final temperature is within a cert
‘‘phase boundary’’ in the HEX part of the phase diagra
This saddle point disappears when the temperature jum
outside of this ‘‘phase boundary’’ as is the case f
t f50.22. In that case, the cylinder phase emerges dire
without going through a distinct PL stage, although a sh
transient ML state is still involved when the plateau LA
decays.

B. LAM to BCC transition

The initial state is the same as in the LAM to HEX tra
sition. The temperature parameter is changed fromt i50.35
to t f50.216. The temporal evolution of the global order p
rameter is shown in Fig. 3. Notice the large initial decrea
in the order parameter. This initial fast decrease is follow
by a long valley where the order parameter increases o
slightly but overall remains very weak. Gray-level plo
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FIG. 1. Microstructural evolution after aT jump from LAM to HEX at f50.45 (t i50.35,t f50.25); data taken at various stages of t
simulation.
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@with the same contrast level as in Fig. 1~a!# of the spatial
distribution of the order parameter shows no specific str
ture within the lamellar layers at the bottom of the curv
corresponding tot55000 @34#. However, upon enhancin
the contrast in the images, some weak traces of the B
wave superposed on the lamellar structure can be dete
The BCC waves appear at an accelerated pace at a
t515 000 and the final BCC structure is completed within
short period of time thereafter. It will again be shown th
the long valley is due to the existence of saddle regions
the free energy surface. Att520 000, the system reaches
stable BCC microstructure, see Fig. 4. Note again the
sence of defects in the structure.

C. LAM to DIS transition

Using the same initial condition as in Sec. II A and Se
IIB @Fig. 1~a!#, we studied two temperature jumps, fro
-
,

C
ed.
out

t
in

b-

.
FIG. 2. Temporal evolution of the global order parameterQ

during the LAM to HEX transition atf50.45 for T jumps from
t i50.35 tot f50.25, 0.23, and 0.22, respectively.
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1686 55SHUYAN QI AND ZHEN-GANG WANG
t i50.35 to t f50.21 andt f50.202, respectively. Botht fs
correspond to the disordered~DIS! phase. In both cases, the
global order parameter decreases monotonically. Howev
visualization of the gray-level plots of the order paramet
during the melting process reveal that melting procee
through two different routes for the two cases: while in th
case of large temperature jump the lamellae melt direc
~i.e., the amplitude of the lamellar wave simply decrease!,
in the case of the smaller temperature jump, the lamell
melt by first developing modulation within the lamellar lay
ers and melt as this three dimensionally ordered structu
Figure 5 shows the gray-level plots in thexy cross section
~i.e., in the lamellar layers!. Although the exact symmetry of
this intermediate structure is difficult to ascertain owing t
the small system size used in the simulation and the wea
ness of the structure, it is reasonable to believe that th
structure is the same as the intermediate, modulated lame
structure observed during the transition from lamellae

FIG. 3. Temporal evolution of the global order parameterQ
during the LAM to BCC transition atf50.45 for aT jump from
t i50.35 tot f50.216.

FIG. 4. Final microstructure after aT jump from LAM @same
initial state as in Fig. 1~a!# to BCC at f50.45 (t i50.35,
t f50.216).
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ly
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hexagonal cylinders. Using this assumption, we can sh
that this transient structure results from a ridge-like lan
scape in the free energy surface, similar to the trans
sphere structure seen during the melting of the hexago
cylinders@26#; see Secs. IIIC and III E. On the other han
the melting for the large temperature jump follows a simp
downhill path in a simple parabolic free energy surface.

D. HEX to BCC transition

The phenomenology for the HEX to BCC and HEX
DIS transitions has been reported in our previous publica
@26#. Here we discuss these transitions both for completen
and to include other details that were omitted in our previo
paper. For these two transitions, we choosef50.4 instead of
f50.45 used in the previous transitions@35#.
An initial equilibrium hexagonal cylinder phase is pr

pared att i50.30 @see the initial structure in Fig. 7~a!#. Two
temperature jumps tot f50.25 and 0.246, respectively, ar
studied. The evolution of the global order parameterQ is
shown for the two cases in Fig. 6.

As with temperature jumps from the LAM phase, a tem
perature jump from the HEX phase to the BCC phase le
to a rapid initial decrease in the order parameter. This ra
decrease is followed by a plateau which is again due t
saddle point in the free energy. At this saddle point,
system remains a HEX phase. Thus there is a time lag be
the BCC structure appears. The sphere structure begin
emerge from the cylinders at the end of the plateau; see
7~b!. The final state is shown in Fig. 7~c!. Both temperature
jumps exhibit the same qualitative behavior, although
duration of the plateau shortens for the higher tempera
~small t). This implies that the saddle point becomes mo
unstable. Indeed, we have determined that there exis
boundary within the BCC phase, such that the saddle p
no longer exists for a temperature jump beyond this bou
ary. It is interesting to note that, as in the case of LAM
BCC transition, existence of such a saddle point does

FIG. 5. Cross-section view of the in-layer (xy plane! structure at
t52000 during the LAM to DIS transition atf50.45 for
t f50.21.
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correspond to a new distinct, intermediate structure, b
changes the temporal behavior of the kinetics.

E. HEX to DIS transition

The same initial state as used in Sec. II D is used as t
initial state for the HEX to DIS transition. Two temperature
jumps tot f50.24 and tot f50.22, respectively, are studied.
The evolution of the global order parameter is depicted
Fig. 8. For the larger temperature jumpt f50.22, the order
parameter decays in a simple manner, suggesting direct m
ing of the cylinders. Gray-level plots of the order-paramete
at various times show no structural change as the cylinde
melt.

In contrast, the behavior ofQ in the case of the smaller
temperature jump~to t f50.24) suggests a nontrivial melting
process. The slower decay at intermediate times is accom
nied by the formation of structures along the cylinders: th
cylinders seem to first break into spheres and the melti
proceeds via this modulated hexagonal cylinder~MHC!
phase. This transient structure is clearest between the t
inflection points on the curve, because at long times th
structure has all but melted and at short times the structure
dominated by the hexagonal cylindrical structure of the in
tial state. Figure 9 shows the transient MHC state.

To study the effects ofin situ thermal fluctuations, we
have performed simulations both with and without thes
fluctuations and found that the same qualitative behavior
observed.~The results presented in this subsection for th
smaller temperature jump have been obtained with therm
fluctuations: the final nonvanishing value ofQ in Fig. 8 is
due to these fluctuations.! However, the inclusion of thermal
fluctuations in the case of the smaller temperature jump
found to enhance the transient modulated cylinder structu
This point will be discussed further in Sec. IVA.

F. BCC to DIS transition

For this transition, we chosef50.45 and use the final
BCC structure obtained in the LAM to BCC transition and
the correspondingt i50.216; see Fig. 4. Two temperature
jumps are studied witht f50.21 andt f50.202, respectively.
The behavior of the global order parameter shows som

FIG. 6. Temporal evolution of the global order parameterQ
during the HEX to BCC transition atf50.4 (t i50.30).
t
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e

slight difference for the two temperature jumps. For t
smaller temperature jump (t f50.21), the curve has two in
flection points, while for the larger temperature jum
(t f50.202), the decay is rather fast and is nearly expon
tial. This difference for the larger and smaller temperatu
jumps in this case is rather similar to the difference in t
behavior ofQ for the larger and smaller temperature jum
in the LAM to DIS and HEX to DIS transitions. However, i
this case, there is no free energy ridge. In Sec. III F we w
show that there exist two inflection points along the kine
path on the free energy surface. Although this does not l
to any new intermediate structures~the system melts as
perfect BCC structure!, it changes the temporal behavior o
the melting process.

III. MODE ANALYSES USING A
SINGLE-WAVE-NUMBER APPROXIMATION

To understand the observations of the numerical res
and to gain insight into the transition mechanisms, in t
section we perform a simplified single-wave-number, amp
tude equation analysis@36#. This analysis is motivated by ou
observation that to a good approximation the kinetics of
various transitions can be described by the development
disappearance of various density waves. In fact nearly all
transient structures studied in this paper can be represe
by an appropriate superposition of the LAM, HEX, and BC
waves, and the time evolution of the system corresponds
time evolution of these waves with generally changing p
portions. This conclusion is reached both by direct vis
inspection of the structures and by Fourier analyses of s
eral transient microstructures into the dominant modes.
single-wave-number assumption is justified because den
modulations in the weak segregation limit is nearly sin
soidal.

We seek a minimal set of wave vectors which can rep
sent the LAM, HEX, BCC, as well as intermediate stat
observed in the preceding section. To this end, we choose
set of wave vectors corresponding to the first smallest wa
vectors of a bcc lattice whose magnitude we take to be
of the optimal wave vectork*5(c/b)1/4 @37# determined
from the quadratic term of the free energy. The order para
eter is then represented byc5(n51

6 Ancos(knW •rW), where

$knW % where theAns ~generally not equal to each other! are the
amplitudes associated with these respective wave vec
We set our coordinate system such that

k1W5k* ~0,0,1!, k4W5
k*

3
~2A6,A3,0!,

k2W5
k*

2
~0,A3,1!, k5W5

k*

2A6
~24,2A2,A6!,

k3W5
k*

2A6
~4,A2,A6!, k6W5

k*

2
~0,2A3,1!. ~4!

We choose the lamellar normal to be in the directionk1W .
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FIG. 7. Microstructural evolution during the HEX to BCC transition atf50.4 with t i50.30, andt f50.246.
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Thus, in this single-wave-number approximation, the LA
structure is represented byA1Þ0 andAn50 (n52–6!. The
HEX structure can be obtained by choosing any three
planer waves that includek1W with equal amplitude, while the
BCC structure requires all sixAns to be equal in magnitud
@38# and nonvanishing. In this construction, the ‘‘epitaxia
relationship between the initial and final structures@39#, is
automatically satisfied. For example, the HEX phase gro
from the LAM phase will have the cylinder axes lying with
the initial lamellar layers, and the spheres of the BCC ph
emerging from the HEX phase will reside on the initial cy
inder axes.

In terms of the amplitudesAns, the free energy can b
written as
-

n

e

F5@2t1a~122 f !212Abc# (
n51

6

An
214v~122 f !~A1A2A6

1A1A3A51A2A3A41A4A5A6!112u~A1A2A4A5

1A2A3A5A61A1A3A4A6!16u(
n51

6

(
m.n

6

An
2Am

2

11.5u(
n51

6

An
4 . ~5!

Correspondingly, the dynamic equation Eq.~1! becomes a
set of equations for the various amplitudes@36#
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]An

]t
52Mk* 2

]F

]An
; ~n51–6!. ~6!

Note that in the single-wave-number approximation, th
Laplacian operator in Eq.~1! is transformed to2k* 2 @37# , a
constant factor. Thus Eq.~6! simply describes the steepes
descent of the order parameters on the free energy surf
given by Eq.~5!. This allows us to investigate the kinetics o
the transitions by studying the landscape of the different fr
energy surfaces corresponding to the different transitions

Further symmetry considerations require thatA25A6 and
A35A5. Thus we group the six waves into four subsets:~i!
k1W , with amplitudeA15A; ~ii ! k2W and k6W , with amplitudes
A25A65B; ~iii ! k3W and k5W , with amplitudesA35A55C;
and ~iv! k4W , with amplitudeA45D. The various transient
structures can be obtained by the appropriate superposi
of these four subsets of waves.

The perforated-modulated lamellar~PL-ML! structure
shown in Sec. II A deserves some further remarks. With
the bcc-based, single-wave-number approximation, perio
density modulations in the lamellar layers can be represen
by a structure with2A.B5C.2D.0. Such a structure
does not have perfect in-layer sixfold symmetry which
believed to be associated the PL-ML structure@31#. We have
also used a hcp~hexagonal-close-packing! based wave vector
set to describe the LAM to HEX transition and found th
same qualitative behavior as we did using the bcc-based
tice in all cases where a transient perforated lamellar str
ture is involved. Thus, we will adhere to the bcc-based re
resentation in most part of this paper as it enables to treat
the structures considered in a unified framework. In fa
there is reason to believe that experimentally observ
PL-ML structures may be either hcp or bcc based@40#.

A. The LAM to HEX transition: pseudostable LAM and PL

In this phase transition, all the four groups of wavesA,
B, C, andD are involved, where as mentioned above,A is
the amplitude of the initial lamellar wave. EitherA52B or
A52C ~where the minus sign ensures the proper phase
lationship! can form a HEX structure given that the othe
parameters are zero, and whenA, B, C, andD are all non-

FIG. 8. Evolution of the global order parameterQ for the T
jump from the HEX to DIS phase atf50.4 with t i50.30.
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zero, a three-dimensional periodic structure is obtained.
particular,2A.B5C.2D.0 represent a structure with
density modulations within the lamellar layer; we will iden-
tify this structure as the perforated-modulated lamellar~PL-
ML ! structure.

The kinetic pathway from the LAM phase to the HEX
phase after changingt from 0.35 to 0.25 is shown by the
time evolution of the four waves, see Fig. 10. Initially
A520.3 and all the other three amplitudes are set to ze
~some small perturbations are included as initial drivin
forces for these waves to emerge.!. The final state with
A52B andC5D50 clearly corresponds to the HEX struc-
ture. Note, however, the existence of two plateau regions.
the first plateau region,A is nonzero, although it has de-
creased significantly from its initial value. But the other thre
wave amplitudes are still nearly zero. Therefore the structu
corresponding to this plateau is still lamellar. The length o
this plateau depends on the initial perturbation in the oth

FIG. 9. Intermediate state during the HEX to DIS transition a
f50.4 (t i50.30,t f50.24), taken at t51000.

FIG. 10. Evolution of the wave amplitudes during the LAM to
HEX transition atf50.45 (t i50.35, t f50.25). Note the appear-
ance of two plateaus beside the final HEX state.
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three waves and on the temperature. At the end of the
plateau,A has another quick drop, and at the same time
other three waves take off. Then the system reaches the
ond plateau. On this plateau,D remains quite small, butB
and C have increased considerably while maintaini
B5C. The structure corresponding to this second platea
shown in Fig. 11. It is rather reminiscent of the perforat
lamellar structure Fig. 1~c! observed in the numerical simu
lation. The results in Sec. II A, including the behavior of t
global order parameter and the microstructural features
ing the transition, are all consistent with the foregoing ana
sis.

The plateaus in Fig. 10 suggest that the system pa
near saddle points on the free energy surface. Using the
energy Eq.~5!, we can locate these saddle points and

FIG. 11. Microstructure generated using the six wave am
tudes with values corresponding to the second plateau in Fig.
st
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region of the phase diagram in which they exist. We find t
the first saddle point evolves from the local free energy m
mum corresponding to the LAM phase, i.e., the metastab
limit of the LAM phase is reached by turning the local min
mum into a saddle point. This scenario is shown in the
duced parameter space ofA ~the lamellar wave! and B
~which, together withA, consititutes the HEX wave! in Figs.
12~a! and 12~b! with C5D50. The value oft where this
happens marks the spinodal of the lamellar phase. We s
term states corresponding to saddle points in the free en
surface pseudostable states@30#. The range oft in which this
saddle point exits is shown schematically in Fig. 15. Beca
of the positive curvature along theA axis in Fig. 12~b!, the
decay of the initial LAM structure~with A more negative
than its saddle point value! in this temperature range, wil
follow a path that drives the system to the saddle point. T
saddle point is responsible for the near stagnation~plateau!
in both Fig. 2 and Fig. 10. As the temperature increasest
decreases!, the negative curvature in theB direction in-
creases and the positive curvature in theA direction de-
creases, thus the time spent by the system near the sa
point gets shorter. This is indeed the case; see Fig. 2.

A similar saddle point is responsible for the appearance
the second plateau in Fig. 10. At this saddle point, howev
all the three amplitudesB, C, and D are nonzero, but
B5C. Therefore the structure has three dimensional rat
than one-dimensional order. The saddle point is unsta
with respect to bifurcation fromB5C. This is shown in Fig.
12~c! where we setA520.117 808 andD50.007 061 at
their respective saddle point values. The system eventu
leaves this saddle point following the unstable directi
which leads to eitherA52B, C5D50, or A52C,
B5D50, both respresenting a perfect HEX structure w
the cylinder axes lying within the original lamellar layer
The range oft where this saddle point exists is shown sch
matically in Fig. 15, which lies within the HEX part of th
equilibrium phase diagram.

i-
.

FIG. 12. Free energy contour plot in reduced order parameter space illustrating~a! the metastable LAM (t f50.28!, ~b! the pseudostable
LAM ( t f50.27), and~c! the pseudostable PL (t f50.25! states. In~a! and~b! C andD are both set to zero whereas in~c! A andD are set
to the saddle point values (A520.117 81,D50.007 06).f50.45 for all three figures.
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Although the pseudostable LAM structure itself has
interesting structural features, the decay from this structur
nontrivial. It turns out the most unstable direction is the
rection of increasingB andC with B5C. This implies that
when the system leaves the pseudostable LAM, it does s
going through a transient ML state. If a pseudostable
state exists, the ML will evolve to the PL state which eve
tually decays to the HEX. If the temperature is outside of
pseudostable PL region, the ML will evolve continuously
the HEX structure without a distinct intermediate stag
These conclusions are indeed consistent with the resul
Sec. II A.

B. LAM to BCC transition: pseudostable LAM states

As in the LAM to HEX transition, all the four wavesA,
B,C, andD are required to describe this transition. The
netic pathway displays two different behaviors depending
the extent of the temperature jump. For the smaller temp
ture jump fromt i50.35 to t f50.216, the kinetic pathway
shows a plateau similar to the first plateau in the LAM
HEX transition. At this plateau the structure is again lame
with a reduced wave amplitude. The other three wa
emerge almost equally at the end of this plateau whileA
continues to decrease, reaching the final va
2A5B5C52D50.028 24 corresponding to the equilib
rium BCC structure at this temperature.

For the larger temperature jump fromt i50.35 to
t f50.212, no plateau is seen in the pathway: there i
steady decrease ofA from its initial value and a steady in
crease ofB, C, andD, reaching the steady-state value
0.024 88. Incidently, we find that relaxation to the final eq
librium BCC structure is slower for the case of the largerT
jump; this is to be expected because the final temperatu
closer to the~mean-field! spinodal~of the DIS phase!.

The LAM saddle point for the smallerT jump in the LAM
to BCC transition has the same origin as the LAM sad
point in the LAM to HEX transition. Beyond the spinodal o
the LAM phase, the LAM saddle point~stable with respect to
variation in the lamellar wave amplitudeA but unstable with
respect to perturbations in at least one of the other am
tudes! persists over a rather wide region in the phase d
gram; this region has overlap with the lower temperature p
of the equilibrium BCC phase. Thus if theT jump is into this
region, transition from the LAM to the BCC phase will pro
ceed by first going through the LAM saddle point with th
consequence of a time lag in the growth of the BCC str
ture. Beyond this region, transition will be a direct one wit
out a time lag. The scenario described in this section is fu
consistent with the simulation results of Sec. II B.

C. LAM to DIS transition: transient ML state

We again start with the equilibrium LAM structure a
t i50.35 with A520.3. Two T jumps to t f50.21 and
t f50.202 are studied by numerically solving the fo
coupled amplitude equations with small perturbations inB,
C, andD of the order of 0.3% of the initial value ofA. The
evolution ofA, B, C, andD at t f50.21 is shown in Fig. 13.
All these four amplitudes eventually decay to zero as
equilibrium phase at thist is the DIS phase. However, not
the transient increase inB andC. At the maximum ofB and
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C, the structural feature is similar to that obtained during the
transition from the LAM to HEX, although the density
modulation within the layer~as measured, for example, by
uB/Au or uC/Au) is much weaker here. For this reason we
term this transient structure also ML. Although the structura
features between this ML and the ML observed in the LAM
to HEX transition are the same, the mechanisms which giv
rise to this structure in the two cases are different. Recall tha
in the case of the LAM to HEX transition, the ML is due to
a saddle point on the kinetic path: it is the most unstabl
mode for the pseudostable LAM to decay, and if a pseu
dostable PL state exists, it will further evolve into such a
state. Here, however, no such saddle points exist. Rather, t
transient growth of the amplitudeB or C is due to deflection
from the path along the axisB5C5D50 caused by a ridge-
like feature in the free energy landscape. This is shown by
contour plot of the free energy in the reduced paramete
spaceA, B, see Fig. 14. We have found analytically that
there exists a small finite windowt l,t,tu in the phase

FIG. 13. Temporal evolution of the different modes during the
transition from LAM to DIS atf50.45 (t i50.35,t f50.21).

FIG. 14. Free energy contour plot in the reduced order param
eter space showing the ridgelike feature during the LAM to DIS
transition atf50.45 (t f50.21).C andD are both set to zero.
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diagram for this transient state to exist. The upper bound
tu coincides with the BCC-DIS phase boundary. F
f50.45, t l50.2075. Therefore, whent f50.202,t l , all
four amplitudes decrease monotonically, and melting of
LAM will proceed directly without involving a transient ML
state. This compares well with the simulation results.

D. HEX to BCC transition: pseudostable HEX state

Assuming that this transition involves only the initi
HEX waves and another set of waves which are part of
BCC structure, the four groups of waves can be further
duced to two, denoted byA(5B) andC(5D), respectively,
where A consititutes the HEX density wave, wit
A5A15A25A6 andC5A35A45A5.

The temporal evolution ofA andC for a T jump from
t i50.30 to t f50.25 at f50.4 was reported in our earlie
publication, and will not be shown here. It suffices to no
that there is a long plateau after the rapid decrease inA from
its initial value. Within the duration of this plateau,C re-
mains close to zero. Thus there is a time lag for the B
structure to appear, and when it does, the structure beco
that of a modulated hexagonal cylinder~MHC! with a con-
tinuous growth of the BCC component, reaching the fi
equilibrium state withA52C. The plateau arises from
saddle point which lies on theC50 axis. Thus we have a
pseudostable HEX structure in the HEX to BCC transitio
similar in its origin to the pseudostable LAM state. On
again, there is a region in the phase diagram for the pse
stability. The lower temperature~largert) side of the bound-
ary is the spinodal of the HEX phase, i.e., when the H
reaches its metastability limit, it does so by turning the lo
minimum of free energy into a saddle point. The situation
similar to how the LAM phase loses its metastability, s
Sec. III A. The high-T ~lower t) boundary lies within the
BCC part of the phase diagram: forf50.4, tc50.248.
Therefore aT jump to at f value beyond this boundary, i.e
t f,t l , but still in the BCC part of the phase diagram lea
to a direct transition from the HEX to the BCC. This e
plains the observations in Sec. IID.

E. HEX to DIS transition: transient MHC state

In this case, the kinetics is again described by the t
order parametersA andC, as defined in the last subsectio
For a largeT jump (t i50.30 to t f50.22), A decreases
monotonically to zero; also any initial perturbation fro
C50 is rapidly damped. This corresponds to a direct melt
of the HEX phase.

For a smallerT jump (t i50.30 tot f50.24), whileA still
decreases monotonically, an initial perturbation fromC50
first grows before it decays again to zero. Thus there
transient growth of the BCC component of the density wa
This wave, superposed on the dominant HEX wave, res
in a modulated hexagonal cylinder~MHC! state. These re
sults are in full agreement with the simulation results.

By studying the free energy landscape in the order par
etersA and C, we find that there exists a window in th
phase diagram in which the landscape exhibits a ridge
feature. The transient appearance of the BCC feature du
the melting of the HEX is thus caused by the deflection
the kinetic path from theC50 ridge.
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The degree of the deflection from the ridge, and hence
strength of the modulation and the length of its duration
closedly related to the magnitude of the fluctuations. In
absence of any fluctuations~including initial noise!, a path
that starts withC50 will keep C50 even though the
C50 axis is a ridge. Deviation fromC50 is caused by
perturbations~either given initially or includedin situ!. The
same considerations apply to other transient phenom
caused by ridgelike free energy landscapes. This issue
be discussed more fully in Sec. IV.

F. BCC to DIS transition

The transition from BCC to DIS is relatively featureles
Here, we do not find saddle or ridgelike features in the f
energy landscape. The numerical simulation above does
show any distinctive intermediate structure. However, up
closer investigation of the free energy, we find two inflecti
points on the otherwise downhill path in a temperature w
dow beyond the spinodal limit of the BCC phase. The hig
T ~low t) boundary of this window corresponds t
t l50.2097 atf50.45. Fort f,t l the order parameter wil
decay as a simple exponential, whereas fort f.tc the melt-
ing will be somewhat slowed down between the two infle
tion points. We believe this is the reason for the nonsim
decay of the order parameter seen at the largert f in Sec. II F.

G. Generalized phase diagram

The different scenarios described in the previous secti
can be summarized in a generalized phase diagram.
phase diagram is obtained by a detailed study of the
energy landscape in the four order parametersA,B,C, and
D, because under the assumption that the kinetics of
various order-order and order-disorder transitions can be
scribed by a few dominant modes with a single wave nu
ber, the kinetics reduces to a steepest descent path on the
energy surface. We have calculated analytically all the me
field ‘‘phase boundaries’’ for the transitions studied in th
paper in terms oft and f . However, there are too man
curves in this phase diagram to leave any space for labe
the different scenarios. Therefore, we choose to show o
the different behaviors at a singlef50.45. The qualitative
behavior is the same for other values off . The diagram is not
drawn to scale; only the correct sequence of these ph
boundaries int is maintained.

The phase diagram is shown in Fig. 15. The three th
solid lines represent the equilibrium phase boundaries
tween the LAM and HEX, HEX and BCC, and BCC an
DIS, respectively. These equilibrium phase boundaries ar
course independent of the initial state of the system. Ho
ever, all other boundaries describe the different scena
during the transition from one phase to another, and he
one must specify the initial state of the system. From left
right, the three columns describe theT-jump transition kinet-
ics starting from the LAM, HEX, and BCC phases, respe
tively.

We now illustrate the richness of the phase diagram
following a T-jump sequence from the equilibrium LAM
phase. Seven different kinetic scenarios can be identifi
depending on the final temperature (t f). If t f lies in region
I L ~the subscriptL refers to the initial LAM phase!, the
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lamellar phase is metastable. Transition to the HEX ph
can only occur via nucleation of the HEX within the LAM
phase. The dotted line indicates the spinodal of the LA
phase. In regionII L , the LAM phase will first become pseu
dostable, then passes through another pseudostable
~which we identify as the PL!, and finally reaches the HEX
state. In regionIII L , the LAM state will again first become
pseudostable. However, after some time lag spent at
pseudostable state, the HEX phase will emerge gradu
~via a short transient ML! but directly from the LAM struc-
ture without another clear intermediate stage. In Reg
IVL , the LAM will spend some time at the pseudostab
LAM state, and then transform continually to the BCC stru
ture. This transition will again necessarily involve a sh
transient ML structure, but no distinct stages can be ide
fied. It is interesting, and not coincidental, that the low
boundary of the pseudostable LAM is identical to the sp
odal limit of the HEX phase. In RegionVL , the transition
from LAM to BCC will be a direct one. Again, the transitio
will involve the ML state, but the process is a continuous o
with no distinguishable stages. If the finalt f lies in Region
IVL , the LAM phase will melt by going through a transie
ML state, caused by a ridgelike feature in the free ene
landscape which deflects melting of the LAM from follow
ing a direct path. Finally, in RegionVII L , the LAM phase
will melt directly without involving any other structures.

The different kinetic scenarios for transitions starti
from the HEX or BCC phases can be similarly identifi
from reading the generalized phase diagram.

Whereas equilibrium states correspond only to the glo
free energy minimum, the kinetics of the various transitio
involve states that are caused by other features of the

FIG. 15. Generalized phase diagram: the different regions i
cate different transition scenarios and the intermediate state
volved, starting~from left to right! from LAM, HEX, and BCC
phases, respectively.
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energy surface. Besides the thermodynamically stable st
tures, there are metastable states corresponding to local
energy minima, pseudostable states corresponding to sa
points, and transient states either arising from deflection
more direct path or serving to connect to distinct states.
nally unstable states in our study refer to those which pos
a nonzero thermodynamic driving force and decays u
formly and monotonically. Clearly, inclusion of these stat
greatly broadens the phase diagram.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have used a TDGL approach to inve
gate the kinetics of several order-order and order-disor
transitions after aT jump in weakly segregated block copoly
mers. Both direct numerical simulation of the TDGL equ
tions and a simplified mode-analysis reveal that the kine
is far from trivial even in the absence of any free ener
barriers. In particular, we propose that the kinetic pathw
often involve saddle and ridgelike features in the free ene
surface, which can lead to interesting intermediate states
nonsimple temporal evolution of the system. A multitude
kinetic scenarios have been identified. In this section,
discuss the experimental relevance of our findings. Since
presentation of our results in this paper has been in
framework of a mean-field theory, we start with a brief d
cussion of the effects of fluctuations.

A. Effects of fluctuations

It is well known that thermal fluctuations have rather pr
found effects on the microphase transitions near the or
disorder transition temperature for systems described by
energies of the type Eq.~3!. The phenomenology of the fluc
tuation effects was first worked out by Brazovskii@41#. Fre-
drickson and Helfand@42# applied the Brazovskii theory to
diblock copolymers, where it was shown explicitly that th
molecular weight of the diblock plays the role of the Gi
zburg parameter: the effects of fluctuations decrease w
increasing molecular weight. The main effects of therm
fluctuations are~1! the mean-field second order transition f
a symmetric diblock is renormalized to a weakly first ord
one; and ~2! near the symmetric composition, the LAM
phase and the HEX phase can be directly accessible from
DIS phase. One would expect these results to have ce
bearing on the kinetics. However, as we mentioned ear
we have conducted studies which include thermal fluct
tions in the form of Eq.~2!, and did not find the kinetics to
be qualitatively different from simulations which only in
clude an initial randomness. It is possible, that the twof ’s
used in our studyf50.4 andf50.45 are already asymmetri
enough for the fluctuation effects to become unimport
@43#. More systematic studies are needed to further add
this issue. A simulation of the full equilibrium behavior o
free energy Eq.~3! by the Monte Carlo method or the TDG
approach used here would seem a welcome effort.

Provided that the qualititative features identified in t
mean-field framework are correct, fluctuations~either ther-
mal fluctuations or other externally imposed perturbatio!
have some systematic quantitative effects on the ps
dostable and transient states. Since the pseudostable s
correspond to saddle points on the free energy surface,
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tuations will lead to a faster decay from the saddle point a
hence the lifetime of these pseudostable structures bec
shorter with the inclusion of fluctuations. On the other ha
transient structures that are caused by ridgelike landscap
the free energy will be enhanced since fluctuations help
sideway pushes which are responsible for the appearanc
these transient structures in the first place. The opposite
fects of fluctuations on the pseudostable states and tran
states caused by ridgelike free energy landscapes could
ceivably be exploited to experimentally distinguish betwe
these two types of intermediate states.

B. Comparison with experiments: The nature and stability
of the PL-ML structure

The number of experiments that directly probe the kin
ics of microphase transitions described in this paper is l
ited at present. Hashimoto and co-workers studied the t
sition from the LAM phase to the DIS phase after aT jump
using time-resolved x-ray scattering@44#. However their
study was focused on the diffusion of the chains across
order-disorder boundary and not on the microstructu
changes. More recent experiments by Singhet al. @45# stud-
ied the ordering kinetics of block copolymers after a te
perature quench, with a focus on nucleation and growth.

Of more direct relevance to our study is a recent work
Sakuraiet al. @46#. These authors studied the HEX to LAM
transition in poly~styrene-b-butadiene-b-styrene! triblock co-
polymers. They used solvent casting to produce a none
librium HEX cylinder phase which was transformed into t
LAM phase upon annealing. Based on small-angle x-
scattering ~SAXS! and transmission electron microscop
~TEM! results, these authors suggested that the HEX
LAM transition occurs via lateral coalescence of cylinde
implying a perforated or connected lamellar intermedi
structure. Unfortunately, the transition they studied is
reverse of that studied here and in general the two may
share the same intermediate state. Also solvent casting
in their work could add additional complications into th
transition mechanism. So a direct comparison between t
experiment and our theoretical results is difficult to dra
Thermally induced HEX to BCC transition was also studi
by Sakuraiet al. @47#, but the focus there was more to dem
onstrate the thermal reversibility of this transition than
elucidate the mechanism of the transition.

One of our main results is the prediction that the PL-M
structure serves as an intermediate during the transition f
LAM to HEX in certain temperature ranges. We now d
cuss, in some more detail, the nature and stability of
PL-ML structure. Thomas and co-workers@32# were the first
to propose a perforated lamellar~which they term the
catenoid-lamellar! structure as a model for a microstructu
that appears during the rearrangement of a lamellar morp
ogy in thin films of poly~styrene-b-butadiene! diblocks. The
model they proposed is a bicontinuous structure where b
the PS and PB components are three dimensionally c
nected. Bates and co-workers, using SANS and T
techinques, have demonstrated the existence of a bulk p
rated lamellar structure in the weak-~to-intermediate! segre-
gation regime in both poly~ethylene-propylene-b
ethylethylene! and poly~styrene-b-isoprene! diblock
d
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copolymers@31# @Based on rheological measurements, the
authors further distinguished between a hexagonally mo
lated lamellar~HML ! at the lower temperature and a hexag
nally perforated lamellar~HPL! at a higher temperature
However, the two structures do not seem to have differ
symmetry; their difference seem to be simply a matter of
degree of the in-plane density modulation.# The structure
they proposed is monocontinuous, where the perforati
within the lamellar layers have sixfold symmetry, and whe
the perforations between adjacent layers are staggered.
eral calculations@48,49# have addressed the thermodynam
stability of this structure, however, they fail to capture som
of the essential structural features which are now believe
be associated with the ML-PL structure@31,33,29,50#. More
recent state-of-the-art self-consistent field calculatio
@28,29# using a hexagonal-close-packed~hcp! lattice @51#
representation of the PL-ML phases have conclusiv
shown that within mean-field theory, these structures are
the lowest free energy states. Hamley and Bates@50# had
reached the same conclusion earlier based on the hcp pre
tation by keeping modes corresponding to the first two lo
est wave numbers.

On the other hand, the structural nature of the PL-M
phase has not been fully resolved. Hamleyet al. @50, 31#
suggested that PL-ML structure is analagous to the hex
phase in liquid crystals@52# which consists of weakly
coupled layers, with in-plane hexagonal bond-orientatio
order. This suggestion is based in part on the unusually w
sixfold scattering pattern~and lack of higher harmonics! in
theqz50 plane of theq space~wherez is the layer normal
of the lamellae!. Here we offer an alternative proposal. W
believe that the PL-ML structurecan be represented by a
underlying hcp lattice. The first three lowest groups of wa
vectors are shown in Fig. 16. These are the same set of w
vectors conceived by Hamley and Bates@50#. However,
these authors took thefirst group of wave vectors to corre
spond to the optimal wave numberk* and only included
harmonic corrections due to the second group. We prop
that the density waves are dominated rather by the sec
and third groupswhosemagnitude, rather than that of th
first, are closest to the optimal wave number. Assuming f
ther thatk(2)5k(3)5k* , we find a stationary structure with
A(2)Þ0, A(3)Þ0 and uA(2)u@uA(3)u@uA(1)u. A three-
dimensional gray-level plot is shown in Fig. 17. Except f

FIG. 16. The first three groups of wave vectors of a hcp str
ture.
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some minor details, our proposed structure is consistent
the known structural characteristics of the PL-ML phase.
particular, the weak sixfold scattering spots in theqz50
plane is seen to arise from the very small amplitude
A(1). In addition, from Fig. 16, assumingk(2)5k(3)5k* , it
follows that k(1)5(A3/2)k* , leading to an in-layer period
which is 1.15 times the interlayer spacing; this compa
well with the factor 1.1 deduced by Hamleyet al. @31# from
the small-angle neutron scattering~SANS! data. Further-
more, the ratiouA(3)/A(2)u is found to increase with increas
ing temperature, again in agreement with the observation
the same group. Calculation of the stability matrix sho
that in the weak-segregation limit~characterized by struc
tures that are dominated by a single, optimal wave numb!,
the PL structure is always a saddle point where a station
point exists and hence is only pseudostable. In
intermediate-segregation regime, the PL structure can
come metastable with positive local curvatures in the f
energy but does not have the lowest free energy. The
structure is either a PL with weak in-layer density modu
tions, or is the transient state via which the pseudosta
LAM state decays.

Recently, Yeunget al. @53# studied the anisotropic fluc
tuations about the lamellar phase. By performing a lin
stability analysis, these authors find that upon increas
temperature, the lamellar phase becomes unstable with
spect to fluctuations with wave vectors that form a ring w
kz51/2k* , anduku5k* in k space. Note that bothk(3) in Fig.
16 and the wave vectors associated with the amplitudeB
andC in Sec. III lie on this ring. Therefore, we conclude th
the ML-PL structure are formed from the anisotropic flu
tuations of the lamellar phase which first become unsta
with respect to these wave vectors.

Based on this analysis, we suggest two possibilities c
cerning the PL structure observed in experiments. One p
sibility is that these structures are indeed kinetic, interme
ate states en route from the LAM to HEX and other high
temperature phases. Results from more recent experim
studies seem to be leaning toward such a possibility@54#.

FIG. 17. The pseudostable PL structure constructed using
three groups of wave vectors in Fig. 16 (f50.45,t50.25).
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Another possibility is that thermal fluctuation or oth
symmetry-breaking mechanisms~such as shear! can lead to
stabilization of a pseudostable or metastable state. We
currently exploring these possibilities.

Thermally induced LAM to HEX transition has been stu
ied by Hajduket al. @55# for the poly~styrene-b-ethene-co
butene! diblock copolymer. However, these authors did n
observe the appearance of the intermediate PL-ML struct
We suspect that the thermal annealing used in this study
the long intervals between observations is responsible
missing this intermediate structure: since the PL structur
a saddle point in the free energy, its lifetime is shortened
thermal fluctuations associated with the annealing, mak
the pseudostable structure to disappear at an early stage
also possible that theT jump is too large for the PL state t
appear~cf. Fig. 15!.

As regards other transitions, Bates and co-workers h
studied the HEX to BCC@39# and HEX to DIS transitions
@56# for a series of poly~ethylenepropylene-b-ethylethylene!.
These authors showed that BCC spheres pinch off from
HEX cylinders such that the cylinder axis is the~111! direc-
tion of the resulting BCC structure which they term the ‘‘e
itaxial’’ relationship. They also suggested that the BC
phase form by way of an undulating cylinder structu
These are in agreement with our observed mechanism;
Fig. 7~b!. More interestingly, these authors reported obser
tion of a transient sphere structure during the melting of
HEX in shear cessation experiments. In one of these exp
ments, an initially disordered phase of asymmetric PEP-P
close to the order-disorder boundary is subjected to a c
stant shear which induces a transition to the HEX ph
~with the cylinders aligned along the shear direction!. The
shear is suddenly stopped, and the system is now in a
dition favoring the DIS phase. These authors observed
the cylinders first break into spheres before melting to
DIS phase, much akin to what we find after a temperat
jump. Indeed insofar as a HEX phase is created and then
condition is changed to favoring the DIS phase, the she
cessasion experiment can be likened to a temperature j
experiment. We believe the mechanism described in this
per is responsible for their observations.

In conclusion, on the basis of numerical simulation a
mode analysis in the framework of the TDGL approach,
have provided a comprehensive picture of the differ
mechanisms in the order-order and order-disorder transit
of block copolymer and other weakly segregated microstr
tured systems. The inclusion of different kinetic scenar
considerably broadens the phase diagram for these syst
We hope that our results will provide important insights
experiments that are directly or indirectly related to m
crophase transition kinetics in block copolymers and ot
related systems.
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